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BUILDING AND HOUSING RESEARCH IN -AFRICA . ,

Investment In Housing . ■ ■ ■

1. A substantial part of the investment of African countries goes into

building, particularly into house building. As far as the private in

vestor is concerned, home ownership is the most powerful incentive for

saving and a house is traditionally the most favoured form of investment.

As far as governments are concerned, investment in housing is made

unavoidable by the settlement pattern of the African continent, and by

the present state of its social and economic development. Urban settle

ments are too widely spaced out to permit the location of all or most

industries, near existing cities which could supply managerial staff and

skilled labour. Ihe same applies to the location of educational institu
tions, research or health centres and even administrative offices.

Investment in primary or secondary production is seldom possible without
investment in staff housing. It is not unusual for a new factory to spend

as much on housing aa on machinery, or for a secondary school or university

to have to divide its funds evenly between teaching and residential ac-
commodation.

2. Reducing the cost of housing is therefore a task of first importance
to all African countries. If the same number of houses could be built at
less cost, substantial sums would be freed for more immediately productive

investment, and general economic development could be accelerated. Hence

the interest of African governments in the question of housing costs and
the need for the EGA to concern itself with this subject.

3. The economic question of reducing housing costs is inextricably

connected with the social problem of proving housing standards. Building

more and better houses at less cost would be a formidable task in any

country. It is made more difficult through a number of circumstances that
are peculiar to the fast developing countries of Africa:
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African Difficulties

(a) Increasing demand; The economic development and the improv

ement in the standards of living to which the countries of

Africa aspire create an increasing demand for .accommodation.

In fast growing towns, this demand is "bound to exceed the

supplies and exert an upward pressure on prices,

(*b) Lack of urban housing traditions: Africa has well developed

traditions of rural housing, "but there are few, if any,

examples of town houses that satisfy the needs of an African

family of moderate or low income.

(o) Under—development of "building industries: The African nations

import "building materials and components at high cost from

Europe. The development of their own "building industries was

■> retarded ~ not so much "by lack of basic raw material as by the

absence of concentrated markets and of an organized demand whioh

would have supported hew industries for housing materials,

components and fittings.

(d) Lack of housing finance institutions: The would«*e house

owner in Western Europe and the USA can appeal to building

societies, mortgage banks, savings and loan associations and

similar agencies for help to finance the building or purchase

of a house. Apart from a small number of privileged employees

of governments or large firms, Africans do not enjoy such

facilities. Loan capital for house building is extremely dear

or entirely unobtainable for the average African*

(e) Shortage of negotiable land: Competition for housing plots

near urban areas is as fierce in Africa as it is in large cities

all over the world. The land problem is complicated in many

parts of Afrioa by traditions of tenure which make land non-

negotiable and thereby impede its use e.s a capital asset.
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. (f) Lack of communications: Every African country has small

groups of "brave men who battle with the problem of housing

oostj but they battle in isolation. The channels of

communication are poor, experiences and know-how are seldom

sharad and the dissemination of their knowledge to the many

who are concerned with building, or are in need of housing

is far from perfect.,

Co-operation and Research ■ . . :

4« Formidable as these difficulties may be, they are not insurmoun

table. In faot they offer welcome scope for co-operation and research.

A campaign for the mastery of the African housing situation may be

outlined under the same headings as used in the foregoing paragraph

for the description of peculiarly African difficulties:

(a) Increasing demandt The demand for more and. be'tter housing

arising from economic development and improve.d living standards

is predictable. Surveys of housing needs should make it

possible to gauge the magnitude of the problem and to estimate

the national and international efforts needed to prevent a gap

between supply and demand from growing too large. Housing

research must start with investigations of housing requirements

and proceed from these to the definition of targets which are

realistic enough to be attainable and yet imaginative-' enough

to inspire confidence. !

Lack of traditions in urban housing: The absence of suitable

and acceptable designs for town houses and flats in the large

African cities represents a challenge to architects. This

challenge? however, cannot be met successfully by the individual

designero. It requires what has "become known as the Development

Group Approaoh, i.e. applied research by teams of experts who

can test their ideas with the help of pilot projects and feed

baok to the designers the experience of the builders and users

of the prototype houses.
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(o) The under-developed state of the "building industry: Itevelopment

groups can contribute also to the creation of favourable condi

tions for the growth of a healthy "building industry (this term

includes contractors who put up houses as well as manufacturers

of "building materials? components? equipment and fittings). They

can do this "by research in the use of indigenous materials and

the adaptation of traditional construction methods to modern

needs, and even more effectively. by setting unirwexsally accept

able standards for the quality, performance and dimensions of

building parts. They can advise authorities :on the planning of

public housing programmes to prevent too many projects from

chasing too few builders and to ensure savings through the most

effective deployment of men anq. machines ...

(d) Lack of financing institutionst The problems of housing finance

cannot be solved merely "by the tre-nsfo*1'of European or American

institutional patterns Hew methods have .to_1;v found to suit

African conditions,. This requires research into African tradi

tions of mutual aid with a view to using such traditions as a

basis for an African 3;rs-t-en of financing home-ownership. The

Ghana Hoof Loan Scheme is an oxc-mple o:' c successful financing

system developed from African -crau^tionE for African needs.

(e) " Shortage of negotiable,lari^s The difficulties arising from

African traditions of larv"1. t^-iro vielp t'? "demonstrate the close

connexion .between houtinr; and. land uss planning-, . Housing

research, to bo affectivo; nua-: include general planning

..problems such as the location of ir.dus tries ] in relation to

residential areas, wass transportation and the zoning of land

for education, health, voorection, aduiniatrai-ion, traffic and

trade*
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it) Laok o:C communications^ A directory published "by CCTA in 1960

contains addresses of thirty-two "organizations which undertake

research and issue information"on'housing in Africa south of

the Sahara, Eighteen further organizations "issue information"

on housing and allied subjects, "but do not pursue original

research. The CCTA list could "be extended "by including research

organizations in the north African countries. Even as it is, it

may "be taken as indicativo of the official recognition of the

importance of housing and "building research in Africa. Lack of

co-ordination betuoen the existing organizations and lack of

communications 'between them and the public have so far prevented

the universal application of research results, but there are

hopeful beginnings.. The attack on the twin problems of housing

cost3 and housing ntsndards need not start "from scratch'1, but

can draw en tin -valuable work that has been done in several

African cov.nCries<

Organizational

5. The housing p;?o"bl^nis of the countries of Africa are pressing.

Resources for their so?.utior_ are limited* The first need is therefore for

an organizational frcmawork which would ensure co—operation of research

institutions^ establishment of priorities, testing of results in practical

application, feed-baol: of expar-ienoes and above all, dissemination of the

available knowledge to all who atand to benefit from it. .

6. The organisational franswork could be developed in three tiers* The

base would bo formed by a network of national research institutions and by

the existing executive agencies for planning and housing including

statutory bodies (e*g6 iaouaing corporations) and government departments

(e.g. planning beards and directorates of public works). All of these

have ezperienco to contribute end stand to gain from future research.
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7, The second tier should be formed by a system of "Area Centres for

Housing and Planning" established to co-ordinate and supplement the work

done at the national level. The area centres would include 'Development

groups* consisting of professional planners, architects, housing specia

lists, productivity,experts, economists, building material specialists,

..librarians .and publications efficers, They would have the support of

, consultants on questions of urban design, social services, urban econo

mics, transport and engineering

s'. The" area centres would be oharged with the following tasks!

(a) Survey and systematic recording of information available from:

(i) . National organizations, institutes and authorities in their

own areas:

(ii) institutions in other parts of Africa;

(iii) institutions in non-Afrioan tropical territories

concerned with planning and housing.

(b) Establishment of long term programmes of original research (to

be handled partly by the Area Centres and partly by the national

level institutions in the areas on behalf of the Centres).

(c) Applied research and development work covering :

(i) the design of neighbourhoods and houses;

■(ii) the.execution of pilot projects;

(iii) the recording of results and experiences and feed-back to

the designers;

, ..Civ) development of methods of cost accounting, cost analysis

and control;

(v) determination of standards and norms;

(vi) design.of components for mass manufacture, and

(vii) establishment of pilot plants for new materials and

components.
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(d) I^lssemination of the knowledge gathered by the Area Centre

from its own work and from the experiences of others to:

(i) architects, planners and engineers?

(ii) administrators and politioiansj

(iii) builders, contractors and others involved in the

industry^ and ■ :

(iv) the general public, - ...

(It is essential* £hat the information services of the Centres

should be : organ! ssed'td serve the heeds of the different groups

of the public concerned with housing as producers or consumers).

(e) Assistance to self-help projects and support of technical

training schemes connected with housing.

9. The Area Centres should "be equipped to make an immediate start with

items (a) and (d) of this programme, i..e. they should ascertain the

present state of our knowledge and gather in the great wealth of informa

tion on housing and planning which is at present held in bits and pieces

by individuals, departments and institutions all over Africa. The sorting

out, tabulation, evaluation, re-publication and distribution of this

material is the only way of offering immediate help to the "house hungry"

Afrioan public and of bridging the time which must always elapse between

the initiation of a programme of research and the emergence of useful

results.

10. The third tier of the organization should be established at ECA

headquarters. It would co-ordinate the programmes of the Area Centres,

assist them in their documentation and publication work, and conduct and

publish its own Comparative Studies on subjects such as:

(i) economic planning and investment in housing;

(ii) financing methods for public and private housing*

(iii) urban land polioies related to housing,
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■ (iv) community development and its effects on capital

- ■.-■•-.,*■■■■ 'formation and house ownership;

(v) potential markets an£. resources fo.r ;"building materials

and components; . . ,. .. . , ■ -

(yi) . acceptable standards oJT accommodationj

(vii) productivity of "building labour;

(viii) elements of housing costs,.etc,

11. The total cost of the.proposed organizational framework is small

compared with the benefits which.African countries would derive from

the resulting reductions in housing costs and the freeing of urgently

needed investment capital.

■i -.a




